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Coastal Conservation Association (CCA) 
is a non-profit marine resource conser-
vation organization made up of more 
than 130,000 members. It has been 
active in almost every national fisher-
ies debate for decades and has been 
a driving force in state and federal 
fisheries management issues. With your 
continued support, CCA will continue to 
battle for the health and longevity of 
our coastal fisheries and for recreation-
al anglers’ interests in them.
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WHAT IS A RED TIDE? | Red tides occur when a 
microscopic algae, Karenia brevis, grows faster 

and in higher numbers than it should normally 
- releasing toxic chemicals that affect marine life 

and people. Red tides are named for the reddish-brown 
color the Karenia brevis turns the water.

Unfortunately for all of 2018 and some of 2019, a red tide algae bloom 
has been affecting coastal cities from Florida’s Panhandle to its southern tip. The red tide 
has claimed many victims including at least a hundred manatees, a dozen dolphins, thousands of 
fish, 300 sea turtles and more.

Our friend the common snook is one of the species that has been terribly affected.

There is good news though! Coastal Conservation Association Florida has joined with partners Florida 
Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission and Mote Marine Laboratory with a program to try and 
bring back the snook population!

The plan to bring the snook population back includes raising and releasing 5,000 hatchery-raised 
juvenile snook along Florida’s southwest coast. They will also be tagging the released snook with Pas-
sive Integrated Transponder (PIT) Tags. PIT tags are tracking tags that have an internal microchip that 
is activated when it passes close to a special antenna. The antenna is connected to a computer that 
records the identity of the tag and the time that it passed by the antenna. The total program will cost 
more than $220,000 and will be supported by the renewed Adopt-A-Snook program.

Those who donate to the Adopt-A-Snook program will receive an adoption certificate including the tag 
number and release location for their adopted baby snook. Donors will also receive updates on their 
fish based on the data collected from the PIT tags on each fish. The PIT tags will transmit data to Mote 
marine scientists that will allow them to track each snook’s movement and travel. 

One hundred percent of the donations will go towards the raising, tagging, releasing, monitoring and 
studying the snook. Get more information and adopt your own snook 
online today at AdoptASnook.com and learn more on CCA Florida’s 
website, CCAFlorida.org.
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